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The fourth title in the best-selling DC Super Heroes concept board books series (in addition to ABC

123, COLORS & SHAPES, and OPPOSITES), this cool and colorful book teaches budding super

hero fans about their bodies, actions, and clothing using DC's beloved characters and classic

art.From Superman's eyes (with their awesome X-ray vision) to the Flash's fastest-in-the-world feet,

this unique concept board book helps little ones to identify all of their powerful body parts. They will

also learn about actions (Aquaman swims; Batman swings; Wonder Woman jumps) and items of

clothing illustrated by DC's popular super heroes.
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My husband has been really into all the super heroes ever since he was little, as I'm sure a lot of

boys were and probably still are. I really knew nothing about them until I decided to purchase my

two year old a couple. I gave them to her for Christmas and she really took to them. We both really

enjoy reading them together and have both learned so many name of superheroes and what their

powers are. But what I love most about these books, is that its not really all about the superhero,

they teach lessons, and they teach things like colors, shapes, words, counting, and body parts.

They really are wonderful books - I let my daughter choose one of these books every night and we

read together at bed time. My toddler and I started collecting all of them and we both get really

excited when they arrive in the mail. My daughter started to think that the mail man was just giving



them to us as gifts, as if I didn't have to buy them lol. We have collected every one and they are

releasing another one next week which we have already pre ordered and are super excited about.

The books are a great price and arrive quickly. I hope they continue to make these books because

we really love collecting them and enjoy reading them. She is even starting to remember the words

and "reads" along with me!

We own this whole series and the educational ones are my favorite - my 2 year old daughter already

knows her body parts, but she still enjoys reading about how heroes use their bodies.The text only

mentions a few body parts, though more are labeled in the illustrations; I'm not sure why they chose

to include the "action" words in the Colors, Shapes, and more book instead of in this book - I think

they would have fit better in this book (especially since the last page mentions the actions).

I now own the entire set and I've got to tell you, it's well worth it! These books are perfect for nerdy

parents out there that don't want the standard baby books! :)

We love the DC Super Heroes board books by Downtown Bookworks! They use classic art from DC

Comics to educate, and our one-year old son loves them! We have them all!

I love these books. My toddler likes to flip through them and identify the characters. Perfect when

I'm a Batman fan and dad is a Superman fan.

Awesome book for my 2/3 yr old.. colorful, keeps his attention and educational, I plan on buying all

of the super heroes book collection.

I purchased this book for our Grandson who is 1 year old. Even at this age, he loves to read stories

at night before he goes to sleep.

This little book is so cute! My 1 year old daughter loves the bright colors and her daddy loves that it

exposes her to superheroes
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